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Introduction:-

Reinforced concrete can be defined as a
universal construction material which play a key
role in modern construction. Its performance is
greatly influenced by the bond between steel and
concrete, which can adversely be affected by
“Corrosion of The Steel Bars”.



Electrochemical process of steel corrosion in 
concrete

Corrosion can be defined as chemical or electrochemical reaction between a
material, usually a metal, and its environment that produces a deterioration
of the material and properties.

Corrosion of Steel Bars:-

The third cause of corrosion in reinforcing steel bars is 
(Bacteria) which is mostly seen in foundations.



Corrosion Damage:- !!!!!!!

Effecting of corrosion on wall of Dam



Strengthening of RC members ( beam):-

Strengthening  or Rehabilitation  the damaged members is majorly due to many 
reasons such as :-

 Error in design.

 Poor maintenance. 

 Construction faults. 

 Impact from natural forces such as earthquake force. 

 Accidents like explosion ,fire. 

 Environmental effects like corrosion . 



Jacketing Method:-

Jacketing is enlarging the existing cross section by a new layer with one

face or more from strengthening material used.

1. Jacketing by Steel 
Plates

2. Jacketing by RC
layers

3. Jacketing by CFRP 
laminate

4. Jacketing by UHPFRC 
laminate



Problem statements

The corrosion of longitudinal reinforcement steel 
bars. 

Cracking and spalling of the concrete cover 

Loss of cohesion between concrete and steel bars  



Objectives of the study

The effect of corrosion longitudinal reinforcement steel
bars at varied time duration of 5,10, and 20 days.

The effect of strengthening by jacketing method using
UHPFRC with different thickness (30,35,40) mm from
one and three faces .

The comparative by using CFRP sheet with UHPFRC mix  
with the same varied thickness and faces. 



Concluding Remarks from previous studies:-

Corrosion of reinforcement steel bars were reducing the flexural 
strength of the reinforced concrete beams. 

Increased the clear cover was always suggested for durability
because the nature of corrosion process starts from outside
and a thick cover can delay the corrosion process.

The bond between the strengthening layer and RC beam
surface increased when the surface treatment increased.

UHPFRC has excellent interlocking with the surface of normal
concrete substrate.

Strengthening by using CFRP was increased clearly the first
cracking load and ultimate loads for structural elements.



Experimental Program
(First and Second stages)



Material tests ( physical and chemical )

cement Fine agg. Coarse agg. Silica fume Steel bars Quartz sand

Mix design

UHPFRC Mix

Cubes (150×150×150) mm
Cylinder (150×300) mm

Prisms (100×100×500) mm
Slump test

Normal concrete

cement, fine 
aggregate, coarse 

aggregate, water and 
steel bars

cement, quartz sand, 
silica fume, super 
plasticizer, water, 

steel fibers

Cubes (70×70×70) mm
Cylinder (100×200) mm

Prisms (40×40×160) mm
Flow table test

Experimental Program

continue



continued

Casting RC beams 
(150×200×1200) mm Casting strengthening 

by jacketing method
layers (1,3) faces for 

(30,35,40) mm thickness
Corrosion Cell 
(5,10,20) days

Testing (flexural test) the specimens

CFRP strips 
and UHPFRC 

mix
UHPFRC mix

Proportion of mixes:-

----------------0.505910805.8-----------------378.22Normal concrete

1.5%2%0.22-----------------1000100900UHPFRC



Reference specimen 
before strengthening 

process

Strengthening styles



Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
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Designation 
detail’s 

18  Beams specimens 

Variables of the tested beams

First Stage Second Stage



Material used in first stage: ( Normal Concrete)

Cement

Fine aggregate 

Coarse aggregate

Steel bars

water

cement

Steel bars

water

Fine aggregate Coarse  aggregate



Material used in second stage:  ( UHPFRC Mix) 

Cement

Quartz Sand

Silica Fume

Superplasticizer

Water

Steel Fiber Epoxy

S.P CFRP

Fit bond EA

Quartz sandSilica fumeSteel fiber



Parts of Corrosion Cell:-

Corrosion Basin

 Stainless Steel plates 

Wires

Pure salt (NaCl)

Power supply

Wooden boards

Water dispenser and Avometer

Salt (NaCl)Wooden boards

Stainless Steel Plate

Power Supply

Basin 

Water dispenserAvometer



Mechanical properties for Mixes:-

Compressive Strength for cubes 

=32.6 MPa                  

Splitting Tensile Strength

= 3.5 MPa

Modulus of Rupture 

=4.6 MPa

Slump test 

= 90 mm

1. Normal Concrete Mix:- 2. UHPFRC Mix:-

Compressive Strength for cubes 

=113 MPa                  

Splitting Tensile Strength

= 9.8 MPa

Modulus of Rupture 

=42.8 MPa

Flow Table Test 

= 105%



Density & Absorption for Mixes:-

Density of saturated –

dry surface        = 2400 

Kg/m³

Density of  oven – dry 

surface        = 2356  Kg/m³

Absorption percentage 

=  1.892%

Density of saturated –
dry surface        = 2352 
Kg/m³

Density of  oven – dry 
surface        = 2344

Absorption percentage 

=  0.33%

1. Normal Concrete:- 2. UHPFRC Mix



Details of the beams casting and curing :-

Steel Molds 
preparation the reinforcement 

cage
reinforcement cage and 

steel mold

casting the specimen curing the specimens painting the samples before 
testing 



Preparation and operation the corrosion cell:-



Stapes of Strengthening the corroded RC beams :-

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)



(6) (7) (8)

(10)

(9)



Procedure of Testing The Samples

Universal Machine with Manufactured Base Testing The specimens



Results and Discussion 



Visual Cracking Loads for different types 
of beams



Ultimate Loads for different types of 
beams



Toughness :-
Toughness is the ability of the specimens to absorb energy or it is the
energy needed to break the specimen , it is equal the area under the
curve for the load- deflection .

Toughness (KN.mm) at failure point 



Stiffness:-
Stiffness is calculated based on the yielding load of the beams by taking 45% of the yielding
load (Py), and intersecting it on a load-deflection curve and extracting the deflection value
corresponding to this load.

𝐒𝐭𝐢𝐟𝐟𝐧𝐞𝐬𝐬 =
𝐋𝐨𝐚𝐝 𝐚𝐭 𝟒𝟓% 𝐏𝐲 (𝐤𝐍)

𝐃𝐞𝐟𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐚𝐭 𝟒𝟓% 𝐏𝐲 (𝐦𝐦)

Stiffness of the tested beams



Ductility:-
Ductility can be calculated by dividing the deflection at the failure load to the deflection at 

the yielding load (μ=Δf / Δy).( Tanarslan , H.M. et. Al. 2017) & (Aziz Ibrahim 2014)
where:
μ: Ductility index.
Δf: failure load deflection.
Δy: Yielding load deflection.

Ductility of tested beams



Mode of Failure & Cracks Pattern 

Number of cracks decreased as the number of jacketing faces increased 
and thickness.

Mode of failure and cracks pattern for first stage samples



Comparison between  cracks pattern and mode of failure one face 
jacketing for different thickness



Comparison between  cracks pattern and mode of failure 
three faces jacketing for different thickness



Conclusions :-
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1. First visual cracking loads, decreased relative to control beam by

about ( 9.04 % , 7.34%, 4%) for (5,10,20) days respectively.

2. Ultimate loads for damaged RC beams ,decreased respect to
control RC beam about ( 2.44% ,11% ,16%).

3. Deflection in mid-span for ultimate loads decreased relative to
reference beam by ( 9.32 % , 24.65 % , 36.65%).

4. Mode of failure for all specimens in first stage was flexural 
failure.

5. Cracks increased as the exposure to corrosion conditions
increase.
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6. The electrical corrosion cell caused of decreased in mass of steel bars
about ( 2.5 ,3 ,8.5) % as corrosion periods increased and decreased in cross-
section area for longitudinal reinforcement bars respect to control steel bar
about ( 15.66, 17.95 , 27.65)% respectively.

7. Toughness decreased as the exposure periods increased respect to control
toughness by ( 4.1 , 5.1 , 14.6 ) % .

8. Stiffness increased for (C5,C20) about 43.3% and 46.4% respect to reference
stiffness , but for (C10) decreased with a slight percentage (2.5)%.

9. Ductility in the first stage recorded increasing percentage of the damaged RC 
beams relative to the reference beam ( 5.9 , 28.2, 30.6)% . 
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1. The first visual cracking loads increased respect to control beam and
C20 ( Ref.2) for specimens strengthened (1 and 3 ) faces for (30,35,40)mm
thickness by about (92.1, 134.5 , 95 )% , ( 100 , 144 , 103 ) % and ( 129 ,

194 , 213.6 )% , ( 138.24 , 206 , 226.5 )% respectively.

2.The strengthened specimens achieved noticeable increasing in
ultimate loading capacity by about (34 , 38 , 47.6 ) % , ( 59.4 , 64 , 75.4
)% and ( 54 , 69.5 , 93 )% , ( 83 , 101.45 , 129 )% all this results recorded

relative to control beam and corroded RC for 20 days.

3. Deflection for ultimate loads percentage was higher decreasing ,
where recorded a small value respect to references beams deflection (
82 , 86 , 85.22 )% , ( 71 , 77.3 , 77) % and ( 88 , 90.5 , 85.1 ) % , ( 81 , 85 ,

76.41)% respectively.

4. Mode of failure for strengthened one face with different thickness
was flexural failure with de-bonding in two-point loading area , while
for three faces strengthened beams was flexural shear failure for

(30,35)mm thickness , but for (40)mm was flexural failure.

Strengthening by 
composite material       

( CFRP sheets + 
UHPFRC mix)
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5. Number of cracks for strengthened one face was less than
reference beam , while for three faces strengthening appeared

cracks much less from one face.

6.Toughness for one face strengthened achieved higher value
than three faces with increased percent respect to reference
beam ( 0.11 , 9.8 , 16.3) % for (30,35,40)mm thickness, while

three faces recorded decreasing by about ( 44.8 , 40 , 10.3 ) %.

7. Stiffness for samples above for (1,3) faces achieved increased
percentage respect to reference beam’s stiffness whenever the
thickness increased by about ( 13.1 , 84.7 , 87)% and ( 40.2 , 48 ,
52.2)%.

8. Ductility for strengthened specimens recorded decreased
percentage for (1and 3) faces by about ( 70.6 , 59.3, 57.4)% and

(79.1, 79 , 75.1)% respect to reference beam.

Strengthening by 
composite material       

( CFRP sheets + 
UHPFRC mix)
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1. First visual cracking loads respect to control beam and C20 ( Ref.2)
for specimens strengthened (1 and 3 ) faces for (30,35,40)mm
thickness increased by about (95 , 61 , 81)% , ( 103 , 68 , 88.24 ) %

and ( 230.51 , 182.5 , 154.24 )% , ( 244.12 , 194.12 , 165)% respectively.

2. Ultimate capacity for tested samples recorded a slightly increased
respect to C20 ( Ref.2) by about ( 13 , 9 , 4.35)% , while respect to
control beam recorded decreased percentage ( 5 , 8.54 , 12.2 )% for
one face strengthening , but for (3 faces) achieved increasing
percentage by about ( 52.44 , 51.22 , 22)% , ( 81.16, 80 , 45) % respect

two references respectively .

3. Deflection for ultimate loads recorded a small value less than the
strengthening style above , respect the references beam’s deflection
by about ( 94.6 , 93.4 , 92.7 )% , ( 91.5 , 89.6 , 88.4)% and ( 93.03 , 93.2

, 93)% , ( 89 , 89.21 , 88.8)% as a decreasing percent.

4-Mode of failure for strengthened one face with different thickness
was flexural failure with de-bonding in two-point loading area for
(30,35) mm thickness , while for (40)mm just flexural failure. Three
faces strengthened beams were flexural failure.

Strengthening 
by UHPFRC 

mix
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5. One and three faces showed cracks less than cracks for

strengthening style above for different thickness.

6.Toughness for one face strengthened achieved higher value
than three faces and strengthening style above for (1,3) faces
with increased percent respect to reference beam ( 40 , 23.2 ,
19) % for (30,35,40)mm thickness, while three faces recorded

decreasing by about ( 35.1 , 21.4 , 12.4 )%.

7.Stiffness for samples above for (1,3) faces achieved increased
percentage respect to reference beam’s stiffness by about (

184.42 , 38.32 , 48.60 )% , ( 85.05 , 76.01 , 31.15)%.

8.Ductility for strengthened specimens for one face ( 30,35)mm
recorded increased percentage by about ( 22.3 , 4.4 )% but for
(40)mm decreased ( 13)% , while the three faces sample

decreased about (61.4 , 50.6 , 42.6)%.

Strengthening by 
UHPFRC mix



Strengthening
Styles

CFRP + 
UHPFRC 

Mix

- Visual cracking loads increased as thickness and number of jacketing
faces increased.

-Ultimate loading capacity for this way of strengthening higher than
strengthening style below.

-As thickness increased ,the deflection for ultimate loads decreased .

-Number of cracks in one face strengthening higher than strengthening
style below.

- Toughness for one face less than the strengthening way below.

- Stiffness also increased as thickness increased.

- Ductility for this type was less than the way below.

UHPFRC 
Mix

- Visual cracking loads decreased as thickness and number of jacketing
faces increased.

- Ultimate loads value less than the strengthening way above.

-As thickness increased , the deflection for ultimate loads increased .

- Number of cracks for (1) face less than the way above.

- Toughness for 1 face,  values  higher than the strengthening above ,but  it 
decreased as thickness increased.

- Stiffness decreased as thickness increased.  

- Ductility  for this type of strengthening higher than the type above.

Comparison the 
Strengthening Results



Recommendations 

1. The strengthened corroded RC beams can be submerging
with the same corrosion conditions and for the same period
(20 days) to ensure the effectiveness of strengthening the

damaged RC beams exposed to harmful environment.

2. The present work can be studied by using
theoretical approach to compare the results before

and after the strengthening process.

3. The dimensions such as the reinforcement steel bars
dimeters or clear cover can be changes to ensure that
the effect of dimension change on the corrosion

process.



4. Study the corrosion of stirrups for different spacing and different
diameters to find out the effect of stirrup's corrosion to shear

resistance for the RC elements.

5. The damaged RC samples can be connected with the strengthening
materials by mechanical connection for variables : shapes ,dimensions ,

and the different spacing to compare with chemical connection.

6. The corrosion duration can be increased to simulate the extent
of damage while increasing the period of exposure to harmful

conditions on the structural members.

7. The corrosion RC beams can be repaired after failure and test
either with CFRP sheets or with high performance fiber concrete
mortar with variables shapes and thickness to compare between

the current experimental work for corroded RC beams.



Thanks

for Listening


